Abstract. we propose a novel cockroach swarm optimization(CSO) algorithm for Traveling Salesman Problem(TSP) in this paper .In CSO, a series of biological behavior of cockroach are simulated such as grouping living and searching food ,moving-nest, individual equal and so on. For cockroaches crawl and search the optimal solution in the solution space, we assume that the solution which has been searched as the food can split up some new food around solution's position. The experimental results demonstrate that the CSO has better performance than particle swarm optimization in TSP.
Introduction
Recent years many population-based optimizations are extensively studied,such as ant colony optimization(ACO) [1] and particle swarm optimization(PSO) [2] [3] .Cockroach has lived over 0.35 billion years,more than 0.3 billion years than dinosaur.Cockroach has bad eyesight and good smell . Social living make them exist until now time. Entomologist discovery that cockroach 's society is equal ,which is different from other social biology such as ant and bee.But they still possess swarm intelligence.When one member of family go out for seaching food,other members could choose following it.Dr. J.halloy 's experiment demostrates that the probability of cockroach as a tailer is about 60% [4] . By simulating cockroach's behavior of searching food,we propose the cockroach swarm optimization.The CSO possesses simple formula and fully utilizes cockroach swarm's equality and swarm intelligence.To find better solution around the local optimal solution,we use the food-splitting strategy,which enhance the local search capability.Moving-nest make CSO possesses strong global search.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.Section 2 firstly describes CSO in detail.The overall scheme of CSO for solving the TSP is presented in section 3.Experimental comparisons of CSO are gived in section 4. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in section 5.
Cockroach Swarm Optimization

A .The Step of Cockroach Crowling
To apply CSO to TSP,we define the step of cockroach crowling as
Step(x,y).In TSP ,
Step(x,y) represents that x-city interchange its place with y-city in a solution.Supposing that the solution is [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] ,the processing of Step (2, 4) is show in Fig.1 . Here f(x) is used for evaluating the cockroach, using the cockroach's positional coordinates as input values. The output value is often named fitness value, and according to the fitness value, the cockroach is updated to move towards the better area by the corresponding operators till the best point is found.In fact,we look on all foods and cockroaches as D-dimensional vector.The local optimal is define as LOF(Local Optimal Food).
To search better solution around the local optimal solution, we introduce a food-spliting strategy.It can be show in fig.3 . 
C. Moving-nest
In CSO the distance is abstract and difference from real world's.It can be measured and recorded by the amount of Step() which cockroach crawls.We obtained an interesting result that in D-TSP the farthest distance between any two solutions is D Step().In other word,the maximun quantity of steps which is needed by formula 1 is D. To increase the diversity of solutions, in every searching all cockroachs start to crawl from a new nest(stochastic solution) to the LOF or a food,and in this process CSO will evaluate the fitness value after every step of cockroach moving，and record the solution better than LOF. Symbol c represents cockroach's vector and symbol f represents food's vector. The process of cockroach crawling to food and LOF can be showed by following formula:
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c i (i=1…m) is the i-th cockroach, f j (j=1…n) is the j-th food. This process can be show in fig.4 .
Fig.4 Cockroaches cralw to LOF
Procedure of CSO Optimizing TSP
When we use CSO algorithm to optimize the TSP problem, firstly, all the cockroaches are initialized with the random solutions, then take the formulas for evolution until the terminal rule coming.The whole procedure of CSO optimizing the TSP problem can be described as follows:
Step 1: Initialize the swarm and parameters of CSO; the population size is set as m ; the food size is set as n and choose the optimal food as LOF.
Step 2:All of the cockroaches crawl to foods FOR(int i=1;i<=n;i++) FOR(int i=1;i<=m;i++) { {evaluate the solution which is generated when the cockroach crawl to food. If(solution is better than LOF) {update LOF with the solution} } The cokeroach are set a new solution(new nest) } Step 3:All of the cockroaches crawl to LOF FOR(int i=1;i<=n;i++) { {evaluate the solution which is generated when cockroach crawl to LOF. If(solution is better than LOF) {update LOF with the solution;} } The cokeroach are set a new solution(new nest) } Step 4: If the terminal rule is satisfied, stop the iteration and output the results, otherwise go to step2.
Experiment Results and Discussion
To know the CSO well, we use Oliver30 problem to test the CSO algorithm. Oliver30 is a TSP problem with 30 cities.In reference [5] ,the author use ACO algorithm for Oliver30 and gets the shortest path is 423.74.We get the same result by CSO.The circumstance of experiment is Pentium R 4 -2.93 GHz CPU，256M RAM，Win XP OS，VC++ 6.0. Table-1 show the convergence processes and results of eight consecutive experiments.We set the population size is 200,the number of food is 20. the max iterations is 1000.
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The result of CSO and PSO is showed in Table 2 .The algorithm of PSO comes from reference [6] . 
Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel cockroachs warm optimization algorithm. The performance of CSO algorithm is evaluated and compared with the well-known PSO algorithm on TSP problem. The experimental results support the claim that the proposed CSO algorithm exhibits better optimization performance in terms of global search ability. Specially, CSO further simplify the updating computation.
